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The well-known singing group, "The Association," who are returning to southern California from a Canadian tour, will appear in San Bernardino Saturday, March 5.

Their concert, sponsored by the ASB, will be held in the California Theatre of the Performing Arts on 4th street at 8 p.m. Tickets at $5 may be purchased at the box office after 6 p.m., or in advance through the Cal State activities office, Bravooth's in San Bernardino or Gillette's in Riverside.

In addition to the light rock, easy-listening music of the Association, the concert will include the mime of Mark Wenzel and the cymbalists of the Cal State Orch."To the Point." Also appearing will be the winner of a talent contest now underway at Cal State.

"The Association" hit songs are "Cherish," "Along Comes Mary" and "Wendi." A new album, "Please Please Me," will be available on April 12.

Wenzel, currently opening the show at the Sea World in San Diego, is considered one of the best-known street performers in southern California.

The mime has appeared in concert with Elton John, Z.Z. Top, B.T.O. and Cheech and Chong.

Sedlack A.C. appears on the Dr. Demento radio show, and is currently working as committee members in arrangements for the concert are Alonzo Silva of Thermal; and Scott McIntire, Paula Raines, Tim Hambre and Doris Pollard of San Bernardino.

By Robin Toliver

The Black Student Union opened Black History Week with the third annual luncheon, and its theme this year was "Black Women in America." The speakers were Lois Carson, a member of the San Bernardino Valley College Board of Trustees and Cal State alumni; Jewell Sheldon, San Bernardino City School Board member; and Anne Rhodes, the city's Human Resources Director.

What makes these ladies so special? Because they were the first Black women to hold their positions in San Bernardino. They talked about the obstacles in a Black woman's life. First they stated that many Black women are alone. Second, they stated that Black women are the exception rather than the rule. Third, she is considered totally different from other women.

She emphasized that Black women just don't work for money, but to open doors for others and to get experience. It would lead to better job opportunities. One of the hardest things for the involved Black women to do is to keep her home together. The absent father and strange working hours makes this task rather difficult.

Sheldon stated three lessons necessary for the Black woman accomplishment. The first lesson, "Dare to be different," is a take a class out of your field of study if you do not plan to take a class or two. Look for a job that is different and rewarding. Second lesson, "You can do it if you try," is a be assertive; put forth some extra effort. Third lesson, "What's worth having is worth sharing," is a share a remedy for hard knocks and heartaches with someone who is having a rough time. When you hear of a job opportunity, tell a friend.

It was clearly felt by those attending the luncheon that the way that Black women are going to make it is that they help each other and keep their minds and spirits nourished.

This reporter would like to give her personal thanks to the BSU for being functional on campus and to Carson, Sheldon and Rhodes for their advice. Let's not wait for Black History Week to have more Black speakers on campus because they have something to offer everyone.

By Jim Austin

Astronaut Edwin (Buzz.) Aldrin was the featured speaker at the high school Science Day held here Feb. 18. Over 460 high school students attended.

Buzz Aldrin spoke on "Space Frontier - Past, Present and Future." He emphasized the importance of curiosity of audiences. Being the second man to walk on the moon, Aldrin said that, unnoticed by the cameras, there was a 10-second period where he was motionless. "Neil (Armstrong) made history by being the man to take the first step - but I made my own," he said.

The high school students were also taken on tours of the various departments here at CSCSB, Biology, Chemistry, Health Science, Mathematics, Nursing and Physics.

There was also a continuous showings of space films and displays of moon rocks. The high school students were also taken on tours of the various departments here at CSCSB, Biology, Chemistry, Health Science, Mathematics, Nursing and Physics.

By Ray Byers

Feb. 22 was a noteworthy day. It was the day after the only school holiday this quarter. It was the first day the San Bernardino area received any rain for many weeks. It was the first day that most of the student Senate members forgot to show up for the weekly meeting.

ASB Senator Fred Deharo called it quits 12 minutes after the meeting was to have started, and it appeared that only he, Kim Warner, Rick Napier and Liz Lopez were present. Richard Haskins, the ASB Secretary, were going to show up. Whether the reason for his absence was holiday-vacation, the Senators were spellbound by the sight of rain. There existed a massive fog of the "fogster" is unknown at this time. Deharo said another attempt at meeting would be tried at 7 a.m. the following morning.

The meeting held Feb. 15 was a fruitful one as far as action by the Senate was concerned.

A motion was passed to reclassify the ASB Secretary, Linda Purden, from Clerical Assistant 2D to Secretary 1D, it was the first day that most of the student Senate members forgot to show up for the weekly meeting.
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News
Veterans should know benefits

By Hank White

Normally when veterans are getting death notices, they don’t give attention to what is being said at the discharge orientation. It is a sign they are doing well in the service. Now, they miss out on certain veterans benefits that they may have needed or wanted to take advantage of. This week I will give a quick review of those benefits and the time limit in which to use them.

G.I. education: The VA will pay you while you complete high school, go to college, learn a trade, either on the job or in an apprenticeship program. Maximum time entitled is 45 months. You must begin your course in time to finish in 10 years after discharge.

Tuition aid: While attending college, the VA will pay in 12 months or a total $700 for veterans to hire a tutor to aid them in courses. The maximum amount of money that can be spent on a tutor is $250. Limited to this 10 years after discharge.

G.I. home Loans: The VA will guarantee your first purchase of a home, farm, mobile home, or condominium. There is no time limit in which to use this benefit.

Disability compensation: The VA provides compensation for disabilities incurred in or aggravated by military service. Payments are made from date of separation if claim is filed within one year.

Medical care: The VA provides complete hospital care covering the full range of medical services. Outpatient treatment is available for all service-connected conditions, for any condition of a veteran totally and permanently disabled from a service-connected condition and for any condition of a veteran receiving increased compensation or pension for aid and attendance of a permanently household. Drug treatment is available for veterans with disabilities eligible for help for drug dependence. There is no time limit to use the VA medical care.

Dental treatment: The VA provides dental care for service-connected conditions. A veteran must use this benefit within a year of discharge. This time limit does not apply for veterans with disabilities resulting from combat wounds or service injuries.

Life insurance: Low cost life insurance (up to $10,000) is available to veterans with service-connected disabilities. Veterans who are totally disabled may apply for a waiver of premium on these policies. Veterans who are entitled to this benefit have one year from date of notification that they are eligible to make a premium payment or they lose this benefit.

SGLI: SGLI may be converted to an individual policy, with a premium rate based on the veteran’s insurance company. A veteran has up to 120 days or up to 1 year if totally disabled to convert their policy.

Employment assistance: Assistance is available in finding employment in private industry, in Federal Service and in local government. There is no time limit to use this benefit. A veteran should check with the VA regional office for service information.

Unemployment compensation: The VA pays unemployment compensation and unemployment payment varies between states. There is a limited time to apply for it. Application should be made as soon as possible.

Those having any questions about the above benefits should contact the Veterans Coordinator at Vet Rep on Campus.

Teacher Corps help bilingual aides

A year ago the road to a B.A. degree and a teaching credential lay just around the corner for prospective teacher Nellie Cortez of Colton.

Now she is taking one course per quarter while serving as a bilingual-cross-cultural aide at Lincoln Elementary School.

But now Cortez can see the end of the road. She is still at Lincoln School. But she also is enrolled in college full time with a yearly stipend of $1500 and $200 for expenses as a participant in the Cal State’s Teacher Corps.

“The State of California is strengthening the multi-cultural aspect of the education and bilingual secondary grades, but we do not want just paraprofessionals and teachers that want to work more bilingual-cross-cultural teachers. We want a corps of bilingual teachers that enjoy working in the state wide,” said Dr. Ernest Garcia, Cal State professor of education and director of the bilingual-cross-cultural segment of Cal State Teacher Corps program.

The participants must be aides or tutors in area bilingual schools, who are fluent in Spanish and have space. We are recruiting in the bi-cultural area. They must attend classes leading to a degree and certification with bilingual-cross-cultural emphasis at Cal State.

They are recommended for the program by the elementary and secondary teachers they serve.

Feminist news

By Sydneye Moser-James

The Women’s Resource Center of the University of California, Riverside is looking for persons to work in administrative and support staff positions. Full-time, part-time, and substitute positions available. Interested women should contact the center at 684-5899.

One Day Workshops: In addition to Assertiveness Training Arlene Levins, Feminist Theories and Strategies and Donna C. Witherspoon will present a non-traditional job fair on March 6 at 7 p.m. at 684-5899.

The San Bernardino YWCA is offering job training, placements. Interested women should call 684-5121.

The Ipswich Art Museum in Ipswich, Mass. will present a special evening talk by Dr. Nancy Sue Johnson, director of the Museum of the Humanities, on March 6.

The Paw Print office PS-21.

Teacher Corps help bilingual aides

By Hank White

Most of the bilingual Teacher Corps participants are liberal arts majors. Some have single subject majors such as Spanish. Many are taking Spanish classes for an expanded Spanish class at the high school level. Some are graduate students earning a teaching credential with a bilingual-cross-cultural emphasis. As long as the bilingual Teacher Corps students maintain a grade-point average of 2.0, while carrying a full load of classes and working at a school, they may remain in the program, Garcia said.

When I first heard about the program we called our family together and I explained, ‘this is my goal; this is where I want to go.’” Cortez said.

“My going to school full time has made my family more responsible. They’re not so responsible on me. And my husband has seen me so energetic, so enthusiastic that he’s started back to school.”

The statewide program began in 1972 and will continue through 1978. Because of that, students selected for next year’s program will have to be juniors, seniors, or seniors-to-be who can complete the program before it expires, Garcia said.

Students currently in the program come from Indio-Cochella, Corona, Riverside, and San Bernardino. By 1975-1975, the program will have to be juniors, seniors, or seniors-to-be who can complete the program before it expires, Garcia said.

UCB Lecture

Dr. Nancy Sue Johnson, assistant professor of statistics, UC, Riverside, will speak on “A Non-Parametric Approach to Categorical Data” at 12 noon in BF-42 at 7 p.m. Monday, March 7.

The talk, which is sponsored by the Department of Mathematics, is open to all.

Research in perception, psychology also has won two purchase awards.

The show will be on exhibit continuing through March 31. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday.

Concert band

Easy-listening music will be played by the Cal State, San Bernardino Band in a program Sunday evening, March 6.

The public is invited to attend the free concert which will begin at 7:30 p.m. in PS-10. Dr. Daniel Moorefield, chairman of the music department, is the conductor.

Some concert pieces by contemporary composers include two tone poems for band, which are limited, seldom heard selections are included in their repertoire. Dr. Moorefield said much band music is adapted from works composed for other groups or instruments.

Some concert pieces by contemporary composers include two tone poems for band, which are seldom heard selections are included in their repertoire. Dr. Moorefield said much band music is adapted from works composed for other groups or instruments.

The Ipswich Art Museum in Ipswich, Mass. is holding a one-man show this year. In previous years he has had one-man shows in galleries in New York, San Francisco, Honolulu, Detroit, Omaha and Richmond, Calif.

Rosen has received six fellowships in painting, including one from the National Endowment for the Humanities, a travel grant from the University of Hawaii for creative research in perception, psychology also has won two purchase awards.
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Travel-study opportunities abound

The recent trend in short term study programs has created a unique educational opportunity for both students and teachers to explore different cultures and histories in-depth. The programs are led by lecturing university professors. Optional undergraduate credit is available, graduate credit by special arrangement. The programs are open to everyone; prerequisites only by the desire to learn, experience and explore. A sampling of this year's programs includes:

University of California, San Diego Extension Division:
Europe '77, June 22-Aug. 5, Fifth annual Humanities Tour visits England, France, Italy, Netherlands, India, Austria, Germany and Greece. Includes seven-day cruise to Greek Islands and Turkey. Land package $1,911, Flight $489.

University of Southern California Extension Division:
Romantic Europe, Aug. 1-31. Letsurely Mediterranean cruise plus Germany, Italy, Switzerland and France. Includes 18-day cruise to Greece, Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Lebanon, and Italy. Land $1510. Flight $488.

University of California Los Angeles Extension Division:


University of Southern California Extension Division:
Orient Express. Aug. 5-Sept. 2. Visits Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Bali, Indonesia, Thailand, Korea and Taipei. Includes instruction and lectures by professional photographer. $1845.

Cal State Los Angeles Extension Division:

University of California Los Angeles Extension Division:

Chapman College Extension Division:

Los Angeles Opera Guild:

Cal State Long Beach Extension Division:
Mexico. July 13-Aug. 9. Sightseeing in Mexico City and Guadalajara precedes intensive Spanish language and culture workshop at University of Urnan or 3 weeks of independent travel. $263. Price including 3 week Urnan workshop $586.

University of Nevada, Reno:

All of these programs include roundtrip airfare, hotels, meals, sightseeing, admissions and lectures by qualified instructors. For information, brochures and applications contact the accrediting institution or the tour operator, American Student Travel Association, 10929 Weyburn Ave, Los Angeles, California 90029, (213) 478-2811.

Older students returning

When Betsy Evans, 43, of Riverside decided to go back to college last year so she could take on a career, not just a job, she had her doubts.

"I wondered if I could study while in the emotional upheaval of a divorce. I wondered if I could still read fast enough to keep up, and I had test anxiety," she remembers.

Now a year later she says she has found she can manage her household of four teenage boys, sell her house and take finals at the same time.

Evans is one of the many Cal State, San Bernardino older students who have come back to school for new careers, additional education for existing careers or for personal enrichment and growth.

Half of Cal State's student body is 27 or older, and the growing number of these older students has prompted the establishing of an information and referral service for them, the Cal State Center for New Directions. Center director is admissions officer Cheryl Weese.

"The center sees people who are looking for reassurance that they can make it through college while in the emotional upheaval of a divorce. I wondered if I could still read fast enough to keep up, and I had test anxiety," she remembers.

Now a year later she says she has found she can manage her household of four teenage boys, sell her house and take finals at the same time.

Evans is one of the many Cal State, San Bernardino older students who have come back to school for new careers, additional education for existing careers or for personal enrichment and growth.

We goofed!

In the last issue of the PawPrint (Feb. 15) the above photos inadvertently appeared without captions. Various individuals indicated their curiosity as to what the occasion was. It was an ASB Fashion Show organized by Doris "Cookie" Pollard. Among models were La Nicole Williams (left) and Yvonne Dix. Both photos were taken by Chi Quang.
Heart attacks reaching epidemic proportions
by David Hendrickson

The heart attack, coming without warning, has reached epidemic proportions in our society. It is so common, that the least tap or twitch in the chest is registered with apprehension, especially among middle-aged men.

Prior to this century, the condition was practically unknown, and even in the 1900's only an erudite specialist could make the diagnosis. What is the origin, the etiology, of this disease, and why has it become so prevalent? We'll look at these questions for the next several weeks. Today we'll start with some history of pertinent medical research, which perhaps points out flaws in the way we conduct research.

Atherosclerosis is the term given to the disease process which underlies nearly all cardiovascular disease such as heart attacks and strokes. The common name for this condition is hardening of the arteries. In the Eighteenth Century, the period of the birth of pathology by Morgagni, autopsy studies revealed plaques, or deposits, in the arteries of deceased persons. These deposits were named atheromas from the Greek athere, meaning mush or gruel.

Several generations later, analytical techniques and organic chemistry were applied to the study of body constituents and one of the compounds identified quite early was cholesterol. Chevreul, in 1818, identified it in human bile and named it, again from the Greek chole, bile, and Stereos, solid. In 1843, the presence of cholesterol in atheromas was demonstrated by Voegel.

Atheromas remained little more than a laboratory curiosity until after World War II, when the rapid increase in incidence of heart attacks made a significant impact on the thinking of researchers and the public. Since atheromas seemed to be the underlying cause of heart attacks, and since atheromas were part of atheromas, and since cholesterol was found in atheromas, a cause and effect relationship was established. Never mind the importance of cholesterol in the body such as the fact that cholesterol occurs naturally in all tissues, that 15 per cent of the dry weight of the brain is cholesterol, that cholesterol is a starting compound in sex hormone synthesis (I mean talk about important), and that the body synthesizes about 2000 milligrams per day naturally.

No, in spite of this, an enormous research effort was generated that even with large expenditures of money and effort, has refined the ancient concepts only a little. Now, for example, we know that atheromas contain large amounts of other fatty materials as well as cholesterol; that as the disease progresses, calcium deposits give the fatty structure rigidity (hardening of the arteries); and other important facts too, but the approach seems to have failed to provide real understanding of the fundamental process underlying heart disease.

What is the problem? Scientists, after all, are only human. In cholesterol and saturated fat, some people have found a research area, they have become recognized as experts, and they obtain large grants to perpetuate their studies. That is to say, a great deal of research has been done on the dietary contribution to atherosclerosis, has become one of the most discussed aspects of heart disease, and is a rich source of data. The problem is that the approach seems to have failed to provide real understanding of the fundamental process underlying heart disease.
Arlo Harris interview:

by Sydneve Moser James

Editor's Note: This is the last of a two-part interview with Arlo Harris, Assoc. Professor of Chemistry, on the subject of drug abuse.

Pawprint: Could you tell us a little about downers?

Harris: The "downers" or depressants are considerably worse than the stimulants. The person who takes a depressant is trying to get away from something. They are very methodical in what they do. Whether you smoke a cigarette or drink alcohol,- the process is very well, and when the effect occurs, it is just psychological. Very rarely is it psychological with one exception, LSD.

A lot of people think, "Oh, my gosh, if LSD had never been invented, we wouldn't have all of these problems." That is a foolish statement. LSD is a natural compound. But rarely do you find people dying from the effects of hallucinogenic drugs. They may do peculiar things which kill them, thinking they can fly or walk through fire, living in this strange world they have created. It is not the drug that kills you, it is what happens when you are under the influence of the drug.

Pawprint: What about marijuaana?

Harris: Marijuaana is a very interesting drug; it has been around for centuries and has many different names. Some people can tolerate it, but to me it gets into trouble. Some people just can't handle it. It is an established scientific fact that marijuaana does some peculiar things to the body. It slows down the recovery time for certain types of trauma to the nervous system.

People who abuse "downers" and try to commit crimes are very methodical in what they do. They would just as soon shoot you because they are directing all of those things to the body. It slows down your ability to get along with yourself; you are ruining your liver, your brain, your kidneys, your blood stream, and your pancreas. You are ruining your body. You are ruining your body.

Pawprint: What about after-effects?

Harris: After-effects are very erratic. This is as opposed to the person who has abused the depressants... you have a very strong after-effect. It would take a little bit of time for your eyes to adjust after-effect. It would take a little bit of time for your eyes to adjust.

People who abuse "downers" for a long time is that they can smoke two cigarettes and be up and not willing or able to talk. And even if he does probably try and commit crimes are very methodical in what they do. They are telling you the truth. The truth hurts him. For someone to sit down and talk to him really feels inside, is a difficult process. It's part of the abuse syndrome, this refusal to talk to us.

Now because the person who abuses the depressant is already upset, already a little bit out of sorts, he can talk to us with great caution, like a chained animal. He can't allow himself to be "OK, I will crawl into my little shell and then I don't have to do that anything."

The person who has abused the "downer" for a long time is that they can smoke two cigarettes and be up and not willing or able to talk. And even if he does probably try and commit crimes are very methodical in what they do. They are telling you the truth. The truth hurts him. For someone to sit down and talk to him really feels inside, is a difficult process. It's part of the abuse syndrome, this refusal to talk to us.

Now because the person who abuses the depressant is already upset, already a little bit out of sorts, he can talk to us with great caution, like a chained animal. He can't allow himself to be... pills don't add, they multiply... "downers" is if you mix depressants, you have a pretty good chance of killing yourself because if one pill does it, two pills may not do twice as much. If you mix two pills and a glass of booze, that might be ten times as much. They don't just add, they multiply...

Suppose that you are under the influence of marijuaana. Well, I don't know what that means, other than the fact that you may have smoked one cigarette or you may have smoked several, but that is not the point. Let's just say that you have marijuaana in your system. It is an established scientific fact that marijuaana does some peculiar things to the body. It slows down the recovery time for certain types of trauma to the nervous system.

"Another bad thing about "downers" is if you mix depressants... you have a good chance of killing yourself... pills don't add, they multiply..."
Patricia Schechtar readies electrodes for placement on the subject of an electrocardiogram (EKG) in the Bio building.

Astronaut "Buzz" Aldrin autographs a Science Day participant's book during a lecture on the Viking Lander held in the library.

Steven Loer, of TRW Systems, is silhouetted against a diagram of the Viking Lander, during a lecture on the Lander held in the library.
Science Day at Cal State

Dwayne Summerfield, Ernest Gunn, and Terry Snell (left), from Rubidoux High School, discuss a scale model of the Viking Lander.

Students (right) file past models of Mars and the Moon, a map of the Moon, and a Moon Rock brought back by Apollo 14.

Photos by Kerry Kugelman
The Grateful Dead - Alive and Kicking

One might get the impression from some of the current rock publications that any group that emerged before about 1970 or so is passé, outdated and behind the times. Last Saturday, the Swing Auditorium shook to thunderous applause and unison foot-stomping, as the audience eagerly awaited the return of the Grateful Dead to the stage for an encore.

The Grateful Dead?

Yes, none other than the Grateful Dead were performing, and judging from audience reaction, they were anything but outdated or behind the times. In fact, they seemed to be every bit as credible (or incredible) a group as they were during the heyday of the Bay Area sound, in the late 60’s and early 70’s.

Taking the stage promptly at 7:30, the Dead wasted no time on amenities, but went straight into their music, beginning a marathon performance which would eventually stretch over three hours in length. Keeping the music subdued yet supple, and aided by Jerry Garcia’s mellow, Framptonesque voice, the audience’s excitement at a fever pitch during almost every song, without having to resort to mad, frenzied and-or contrived guitar solos, or loud screaming on the part of the vocalists.

About the only disappointing feature of the concert was the fact that the band did only one encore, when it was quite apparent that the crowd still wanted more. However, after three hours of almost nonstop rock, most of the audience was probably too tired to really care.

The Grateful Dead may not ever enjoy the peak of success which they attained a few years ago. But, as evidenced by their showing at the Swing, they are still an active, viable musical source, and will continue to be for some time to come.

Tuesday, March 1

ASB Senate meeting, 7 a.m., C-219.
MECHA Pan Dulce Sale, 8 a.m. - 3 p.m., SS-Atrium and South Side Library.
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Ticket Sales, “Association” Concert, 10 a.m. - 12 noon, South Side Library.
Gay Students Union meeting, 12 noon, PS-105.
Student Union Committee meeting, 1 p.m., LC-245.
MECHA Club meeting, 1 p.m., LC-245.
Student Union Committee meeting, 1 p.m., LC-500(S).
Faculty Senate meeting, 3 p.m., LC-500(S).
ASB Activities Committee meeting, 3 p.m., ASB Trailer.
Sports Committee meeting, 4 p.m., LC-245.
Serrano Village Council meeting, 6 p.m., C-219.
ASB Executive Cabinet meeting, 8 p.m., LC-500(S).

Wednesday, March 2

Ticket Sales, “Association” Concert, 10 a.m.-noon, South Side Library.
International Club meeting, 3 p.m., C-219.
Cal State Folk Music Club meeting, 7 p.m., C-104.
Young Libertarian Alliance meeting, 8 p.m., PS-105.

Thursday, March 3

ASB Senate, 8 a.m., C-219.
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Ticket Sales, “Association” Concert, 10 a.m.-noon, South Side Library.
Woman’s Forum, 12 noon, C-125.
Faculty Development Discussion on Research and Teaching, 12 noon, C-104.
Inter-Organizational Council meeting, 3 p.m., C-219.
Disabled Student Get-Together, 3:30 p.m., C-104.
Health Science Perspectives Club, 4 p.m., LC-245.
Metaphysics Group, 4 p.m., PS-105.
Woodpushers Anonymous, 7 p.m.-midnight, SS-Atrium.

Friday, March 4

ASB Movie: “Dr. Zhivago” (Rated PG), 7 p.m. (Only), PS-10.

Saturday, March 6

Concert Band, 7:30 p.m., PS-10.

Tuesday, March 8

ASB Senate, 8 a.m., C-219.
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Business Management Club meeting, 11 a.m., LC-287.
Gay Students Union meeting, 12 noon, PS-105.
Christian Life Club meeting, 12 noon, C-125.
MECHA Club meeting, 1 p.m., LC-245.
Student Union Committee meeting, 1 p.m., LC-500(S).
ASB Activities Committee meeting, 3 p.m., ASB Trailer.
Sports Committee meeting, 4 p.m., LC-245.
Serrano Village Council meeting, 6 p.m., C-219.
ASB Executive Cabinet meeting, 8 p.m., LC-500(S).
What liberals have against Joe

By Jim Austin

Why do liberals hate Joe McCarthy? When some liberal starts lambasting about McCarthyism you know have a pissed-off liberal on your hands. The Term, "McCarthyism," has been in the liberal litanies of horrors for the past quarter century. The definition is intended for nothing less than dissolving all opposition. So far this quarter, I managed to have this ultimate exclamation skirted against me twice. (Of course, I also managed to get Stalin Hitler and Benito Mussolini brown at me, but there is little reason to dwell on the demoted victor of the lunatic fringe.)

The hatred felt by liberals towards McCarthy is real, and intense, particularly for those who lived through that alleged "McCarthy era." They still have nightmares about that period. I personally observed one otherwise sensible and moderate professor come apart at the seams at the mention of McCarthy's name. He ranted and raved about something which happened during the Army-McCarthy hearings, which he got all wrong except for Joseph Welch's famous tear-jerking speech, which the professor apparently had memorized. He then sank into his chair, and, with head in arms, sat muttering, "Jesus Christ!" The poor students in the class, hardly favorably predisposed towards Joe McCarthy, were nonetheless amazed.

Originally "McCarthyism" meant smear, wild, reckless and spurious accusations, ruined reputations. The hysteria of that period was real; it was exhibited mainly by liberals who screamed at the top of their lungs that their freedom of speech was gone. So why do liberals hate Joe? We know that the reason has to do with the certain rhetoric characteristic of communists and that it was not limited to just members of the Communist Party. "If it quacks like a duck, it must be a duck," some were heard to say.

Revisionist history, currently in vogue, holds that it was the acts of the United States which were responsible for bringing on the Cold War, but at the time, US actions were considered weak-kneed, appeasement, soft, etc. Liberal attitudes towards the domestic threat created even more resentment. Liberals were openly indifferent to the problem of national security, even after the theft of the atom bomb. Most specifically, the issue concerned what to do about security risks, individuals who were not proven spies, but of whom there existed evidence which casts doubt upon their loyalty and-or reliability.

Liberals' belief that the presumption of innocence should apply effectively precluded doing anything about security risks. And thus liberals opposed any effective security programs. Thus, various people started wondering out loud just whose side liberals were on. The situation was ripe for Joe McCarthy. McCarthy became the symbol of the people's reaction to the apparent moral paralysis of liberals towards a totalitarian enemy. Current mythology holds that only a few people had the courage to denounce McCarthy until around the end of his career. But the fact is that from the very beginning of his career (The Wheeling Speech) there was a continual, never ending barrage of denunciation of McCarthyism from all the sectors of respectable opinion.

Liberals thus had good reason to hate Joe McCarthy. The main message that was coming across from all those headings and security investigations was that the entire left wing spectrum was suspect. Those investigated were generally people of liberal-left views. The notion which was suggested by all this is that there are shared premises between liberalism and the totalitarian left which tends to render the former useless in opposing the latter.

Liberals mobilized to destroy McCarthy in order to discredit this notion, and the name of McCarthy is invoked in order to intimidate anyone from in any way alluding to it. Well, that notion happens to be true. The events of the last decade provide ample evidence to demonstrate it. Indeed, liberals' hatred of Joe McCarthy would not be so intense if it weren't.
Opinion

Letters To The Editor

Free increase justified

Dear Editor:

The Associated Student Body Government is requesting that a 50 cent per student, per year fee increase be implemented. This fee increase was adopted by both the A.S.B. Senate and Executive Cabinet with only one dissenting vote. This fee increase is needed to cover the costs of student services, such as insurance, on that equipment. This is the primary area, for the last 12 years, Insurance costs will go up approximately the same next year, because of state policy, and other students who volunteer to help them. The Association appealing to all the facts. You would be surprised as to how reasonable The Association fees is increased.

Without this 50 cent increase ASI will have to cut budgets in permitted or mandated areas, recreation equipment, childcare services, emergency loans, activities, the student newspaper, tutoring programs, and club support. As A.S.B. President, I have been involved with the Board of Trustees, the State Legislature, and the Governors Office to keep educational cuts down, but in this instance not to request this .50 cent more a year would be to ignore the best interests, and needs of the student body.

The A.S.B. Book Co-op for the Winter Quarter is over, and I'd like to thank those students who participated in the committee's efforts. The A.S.B. Book Co-op exists because students are willing to volunteer a little time and effort to help other students, sell and buy books at a low cost. We have almost no overhead, because this service is provided by volunteer labor. The students who helped this quarter are: Claire Covington (Chairperson), Doug Cole, Jan Gallen, Mike Missett, Art Millward, Fred Deharn, and Martin Deharn, Maria Immaculata, Anna Alberts, Lupe Lopez, Judy McGraw, Gail Loucks, and Steve "Hippy" Sparks.

Without the efforts of these, and other students who volunteered many of our activities, and services would be impossible to provide. It's would like to participate in this, or other A.S.B. functions, contact Claire Covington or myself at ext. 7494, or stop by the A.S.B. Trailer. Sincerely yours, Kevin R. Gallegui

A.S.B. President

Dear Editor,

When Mr. Smith said that he did not have all the facts about the Association concert, it was quite an understatement. Not only does he not have all the facts, the "facts" he does have are incorrect!

To begin with, the concert is not at the Swing Auditorium. It is at the California Theatre. Not only does this drastically reduce the costs, but it also provides, what I think, is a better setting.

Secondly, the idea that a concert goer is between the ages of 14-21 (a pretty vague number for a specific average) is sheer nonsense. I know many people over 21, myself included, who go to concerts. The February 19th concert at the Swing (The Johnny Ola Oldies Show) drew several thousand people, most of them in their 20's and 30's. If this many "oldsters" will go to the Swing, which is not that appealing to "older" people, surely a great many of them will go to the California Theatre, which is much more attractive. Besides, The Association appeals to all ages, 6 to 60.

But, you say, we can get an A.J. based rock band for less. This also shows your ignorance of the facts. You would be surprised as to how reasonable The Association fee is increased. Without this .50 cent increase ASI will have to cut budgets in permitted or mandated areas, recreation equipment, childcare services, emergency loans, activities, the student newspaper, tutoring programs, and club support. As A.S.B. President, I have been involved with the Board of Trustees, the State Legislature, and the Governors Office to keep educational cuts down, but in this instance not to request this .50 cent more a year would be to ignore the best interests, and needs of the student body.

Finally, you somehow have the idea that the concert is being put on for the sole purpose of raising money. This is not the main reason why the concert is being put on. The A.S.B. has already raised plenty of money, via your ASB fee. (It's part of the money you shell out every time you register.) The concert is one of the many activities that the A.S.B. sponsors for you, and everybody's, enjoyment.

This brings me to the point of my letter. Since you obviously prefer a different type of activity, why don't you do something constructive about it? Let the A.S.B. officers know what kind of activities you want. Get in there and push for your ideas. Help organize the activities you want. A little effort on your part could easily result in more activities for your liking.

If you, or anybody, has ideas about activities, take them to the A.S.B. Officers Committee (in the Student Union Building), or to me. Believe me, they want to hear them. (Right now, they're knocking their brains out trying to think up new activities.) The Activities Committee meets every Tuesday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock in the A.S.B. trailer (west of Student Services). The meetings are open to anybody, and anyone who has an idea or wants to help get more activities is more than welcome. If you cannot come to the meeting, I will be more than happy to take ideas from you. I can be reached by phoning Shandin House at 867-7420, or, preferably, by writing to me at:

Serrano Village
6000 State College Pkwy.
San Bernardino, CA 92407

Of course, if you're just too lazy to do anything yourself, I would not be too enthusiastic about helping you.

So, in conclusion, I just want to let everybody know that I have found that the Activities Committee is very open to ideas. All that is needed is to get the activities you want is just a little effort from you. That's all, just a little effort from you.

Tim Haney

Music Lover

Dear Editor:

I have read Clark Elder's marvelous euphemistic essay on nothing; I shall not waste my precious time in such pursuits. He says merely that Austin said: new music ignores the emotions. Too bad.

I'd like to do a Morrow-Austin Memorial Piano Concert featuring Satie's Vexations to Morrow's difference between monotony and boredom; Dan Lents' piece for piano and two amplified lutes; Anna Lockwood's Piano Burial Piece (a real gas); and Matt Riedel is writing a new piece for piano and shotgun.

Now would not such an event affect your emotions? Of course, but even the enlightened Music Department here might lack the funds at such an endeavor: so continue your efforts at the destruction of new music! It simply won't work, though people are not that dumb.

David Hatt

The Association defended

Liberals may live in megalories and worry needlessly about the real inside of people. However, most of us are opportunist and José Von McCarthy lives on. The deadly José Von that brought us the pleasure of cold war has quite a following. The Editor of the hog print seems to want to emulate the late Senator.

That is really easy to do. First you must drink at least as often as you breathe. Second accuse everyone who disagrees with you of being a liberal or a communist. This was best in intellectual circles where the loud voice passes for conviction. Joe is one of the best.

The Weekly PawPrint is published every Tuesday during the school year, except during finals, quarter breaks and weeks with holidays. Editorial and business office is located in PS-22 (Phone 887-7497).

All contributions must be typed and double spaced when submitted. Letters to the editor, commentaries and other such articles will be printed on a space available basis. Articles must be signed by the author. Names will be withheld on request.
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Conservative menagerie boasts

By Frank W. Moore

Conservatives come in all shapes and sizes, just like the humans they simulate. perimeter. A politically correct, sociable conservative tends to fall into well-defined groups. Let's see. There's the hardliner, ideologically disgusted conservativ (HTDC). An unlikely breed, his facial expression looks as though he is about to spit at any time. We can always note the tightly pressed expression, as though he has sat on a tack. His main bag is complete in-...
Intramurals

Kaopestead stops the runs of Those Guys

By Laria Dietchenbach

Kapoeptact, led by "Leapin' Larry" Cappel, forced "Those Guys" to look at the scoreboard. The home team has proven to be the toughest in the league that "Those Guys" has been through.

First, the game of "Run and Gun" was played. The "Run and Gun" team consisted of Monte Pearson, Cecil Henshaw, and the Perry Bros. The team was victorious, scoring 70-55. Mike Preston's 15 points in the second half was not enough for the offense.

Greg Thompson's 12 points in the Intromurals "Run and Gun" high powered the Coyotes to a 76-55 victory. The Coyotes were out of the gym.

"Run and Gun" gunned down the Most of Waterman's Breaks are going to put five defensive players on their court. Breaks: Rumor has it the Fast Breaks by 15 points.

This quarter's two on two co-ed basketball league is going to be unpredictable than the ones after 1986 when the gym was finished.

There were also softball games, the teams co-ed, mainly because a lack of males who could participate.

Ancient card game to be played

By Peter Gazzina

As the winter quarter fades into the sunset, there remains but one event on the Big Tuesday schedule... Bid Whist. Whist, an ancient game of cards similar to bridge, was first played popularized by J.T. Horatio Hornblower in 1868.

Top college teams had a hand in the invention and organization of sports and other events.

Olympic Skiing event to be held

By Laria Dietchenbach

On Thursday, March 11, 1977, it was announced that Chris McCormick, with his "A Dart for Two Cats" classic operaetta piece. First prize was $60.

Two players (an A.S.B. student and a Freshman) who captured the winner's trophy. They were "informal" tackle games on the course in the hopes he would be lost.

The wind factor made these outdoor games more fun and unpredictable than the ones after 1986 when the gym was finished.

So, call your orthopaedic surgeon to come to your Department for more information.

The course is set up by level of experience and will come up (far-out) in the evening (I will).